INTER-HOUSE SINGING COMPETITION

STDs. 6, 7 & 8

GROUP SINGING:
YELLOW HOUSE – 1ST PLACE
GREEN HOUSE – 2ND PLACE
BLUE HOUSE – 3RD PLACE
RED HOUSE – 4TH PLACE

SOLO SINGING FOR STD. 6
1ST PLACE: SALONI DESOUZA [6F] - GREEN HOUSE
2ND PLACE: MOIRA KALLIVALAPPI [6D] - YELLOW HOUSE
3RD PLACE: MIRAI THOMAS [6E] - BLUE HOUSE
CONSOLATION PRIZE: JOLINE BALRAJ [6A] - RED HOUSE

SOLO SINGING FOR STD. 7
1ST PLACE: ANANYA GAUNIKA [7C] – GREEN HOUSE
2ND PLACE: ISHANI BADAL [7E] – RED HOUSE
3RD PLACE: MISHKA SHETTY [7F] – YELLOW HOUSE
CONSOLATION PRIZE: SAYURI AGRAWAL [7A] – BLUE HOUSE

SOLO SINGING FOR STD. 8
1ST PLACE: AADYAH VADAPALLI [8C] – BLUE HOUSE
2ND PLACE: SYDELLE GONSALVES [8B] – GREEN HOUSE
3RD PLACE: AASHNA THOMAS [8C] – YELLOW HOUSE
CONSOLATION PRIZE: PRIYANKA ANANTAKRISHNAN [8A] – RED HOUSE